Named Entity Recognition (NER) aims to classify words in a document into pre-defined target entity classes and is now considered to be fundamental for many natural language processing tasks such as information retrieval, machine translation, information extraction and question answering. This paper presents the results of an experiment in which a Support Vector Machine (SVM) based NER model is applied to the Vietnamese language. Though this state of the art machine learning method has been widely applied to NER in several well-studied languages, this is the first time this method has been applied to Vietnamese. In a comparison against Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) the SVM model was shown to outperform CRF by optimizing its feature window size, obtaining an overall F-score of 87.75. The paper also presents a detailed discussion about the characteristics of the Vietnamese language and provides an analysis of the factors which influence performance in this task.
Introduction
Named Entity Recognition (NER) aims to identify and classify certain proper nouns into some predefined target entity classes such as person, organization, location, numeral expressions, temporal expressions, monetary values, and percentage. Much previous work in NER has been done in languages such as English, [3] , [9] Japanese, [2] and Chinese, [4] , [12] and NER systems have been developed using supervised learning methods such Decision Tree, [2] Maximum Entropy model, [12] and Support Vector Machine [6] which gained high performance. However, Vietnamese NER appears to present a significant challenge in a number of important respects. Firstly, words in Vietnamese are not always separated by spaces, so word segmentation is necessary and segmentation errors will affect the level of NER performance. Sec-ondly, some proper names of foreign persons and locations are loanwords or represented by phonetic symbols, so we can expect wide variations in some Vietnamese terms. Thirdly, there is considerably fewer available extant resources such as lexicons, parsers, word nets, etc. for Vietnamese which have been used in previous studies.
In this study, we investigate the effectiveness of NER for Vietnamese free texts using currently available lexical resources and a word based tokenization approach. This is in contrast to a previous study that employed morphosyllables [7] . We compare the use of support vector machines using varying window sizes against a conditional random fields model. Both of these models have been seen to achieve state of the art performance in previous NER tasks.
The remainder of this paper describes the details of our approach. Firstly we describe some features of the Vietnamese language which make it particularly challenging. We then present our SVM based NER model along with experimental results and discussion in sec-An example of ambiguous Vietnamese word segmentation. tion 3 and section 4, respectively. Conclusion and future work appear in section 5.
Vietnamese features

Word boundary
Vietnamese writing is monosyllabic in nature. Every "syllable" is written as though it were a separate dictation-unit with a space before and after. This unit is called morphosyllable or "tiê ng" in Vietnamese. Each morphosyllable tends to have its own meaning and thus a strong identity. However, these morphosyllables are not automatically combined into 'words' as the linguistic notion of word commonly applies for European languages. This is a key issue in many endless controversies among Vietnamese linguists who form two schools of thought: (1) "every morphosyllable is a word" and (2) "not every morphosyllable is word". In this paper, we follow the latter school. We consider morphosyllables in Vietnamese to have the status of morphemes, i.e. one or many (up to 4) morphosyllable(s) combine together to form a single word, which can be identified grammatically or semantically correct by its context. For example, in a sample Vietnamese sentence "Mô . t luâ . t gia câ m cu .' vó ' i tình hình hiê . n nay.", there are 10 morphosyllables.
In a dictionary, these ten morphosyllables are 10 words with their own meanings. But in this sentence, some of them are only morphemes. There are many different ways to perform word-segmentation, but only two of them are grammatically correct and one of them (#1) is more reasonable in terms of its semantics as can be seen in the following gloss (here we use the underscore " " to link morphosyllables of a Vietnamese word together) 1) "A lawyer contends with the present situation" ("Mô . t luâ . t gia câ m cu .' vó ' i tình hình hiê . n nay") 2) "A law poultry resists the present situation" ("Mô . t luâ . t gia câ m cu .' vó ' i tình hình hiê . n nay")
Loanwords
More than 50% of Vietnamese vocabulary originated from Chinese which we refer to as Sino-Vietnamese words which are usually used in writing texts, especially in science and politics. We consider these SinoVietnamese words to be inherited-words, not loanwords. These inherited-words are similar in status to Chinese-originated words in Japanese (Kanji) or Latinoriginated words in European languages. Within the Vietnamese vocabulary, most loanwords are actually from French (words borrowed during the French colonization from 1789 till 1945) and English (words borrowed recently, since 1945 until the present).
Because Vietnamese writing is based on Latin characters and is an exact phonetic transcription (phoneme transcription) of the spoken language, it is convenient to form the foreign words by phonetic transliteration (with or without hyphens between syllables) or keeping it unchanged (especially in recent high-level textual materials), e.g. cinéma (French) → "xi-nê" or "xinê"; virus (English) → "vi-rút" or "virút" or "virus"; Albert Einstein → "An-be Anh-xtanh"; White House → "Ba . chÔ c" (an old Sino-Chinese word was translated from Chinese with the meaning "a house with white color") or "Nhà Trȃ ng" (a pure Vietnamese word with the meaning "a house with white color"); Tokyo → "Dông Kinh" (an old Sino-Chinese word was translated from Chinese with the meaning "East Capital") or "Tô-ki-ô" or "Tô-ky-ô" or "Tokyo" (current usage).
In addition, there are many compound words used in mixed combination with Vietnamese (pure Vietnamese and/or Sino-Vietnamese) and loanwords. E.g. "tiêm vȃ c-xin" (to vaccinate); "vi-rút cúm gia câ m" (bird flu virus); etc.
Vietnamese word formation
In terms of typology, Vietnamese is an isolating language, words have no inflection and word formation is a combination of isolated morphosyllables and changes in the word-order. All syntactic aspects will be rep-resented by grammatical particles (another word). For example: "viê t" (write) → "(dã) viê t" (wrote); "sẽ viê t" (will write); "dang viê t" (be writing); "vȃ c-xin" (vaccine); "tiêm vȃ c-xin" (vaccinate); "dã tiêm vȃ c-xin" (vaccinated); "bê . nh"(disease) → "(nhiê u) bê . nh" (diseases); etc.
Vietnamese spelling variation
There are variations (with the same meaning) in Vietnamese spelling due to the following reasons:
• The use of hyphenation in loanwords or compound words: inside the loanwords or compound words, each syllable may be hyphenated or nonhyphenated. E.g. "Tô-ki-ô" or "Tôkiô" (Tokyo).
In which, the latter form is recently more acceptable.
• The tone-mark in transliterations: in transliterating foreign words, each syllable may be tonemarked or not. E.g. "Dê -các" or "Dê-cac" (Descartes). In which, the latter form is recently more acceptable.
• The similar sound in transliterations of loanwords:
since Vietnamese writing is the phoneme transcription of the spoken language, foreign words will be transcribed in sound-like monosyllable or polysyllable. E.g.: "Indonesia" (English) may be "In-dô-nê-xi-a" or "In-dô-nê-si-a" because the sound of /si/ and /xi/ are similar.
• The capitalization of proper names: in proper names (Vietnamese or foreign names) which more than one morphosyllable, all or first or some of morphosyllables are capitalized. E.g. "the National University of HCM city" has seven variants such as "Tru 'ò' ng Da . i ho . c Quô c gia TP.HCM", "Tru 'ò' ng Da . i Ho . c Quô c Gia TP.HCM", "Tru 'ò' ng da . i ho . c quô c gia TP.HCM", . . . ; Descartes → "Dê -các" or "Dê -Các", . . .
Named entity recognition
Outline of NER model
We developed our model using SVM [11] , [13] which performs classification by constructing an Ndimensional hyperplane that optimally separates the data into two categories.
Suppose we have a set of training data of the form {(x 1 ,y 1 ), . . . , (x N ,y N )} where x i ∈R D is a feature vector of the i-th sample in the training data and y i ∈ { + 1, −1} is the class to which x i belongs. The goal is to find a decision function that accurately predicts class y for an input vector x. A non-linear SVM classifier gives a decision function f(x)=sign(g(x)) for an input vector where
Here f(x) = 1 means x is a member of a certain class and f(x) = −1 means x is not a member. z i s are called support vectors and are representatives of training examples. m is the number of support vectors. Therefore, the computational complexity of g(x) is proportional to m. Support vector and other constants are determined by solving a certain quadratic programming problem. K(x, z) is a kernel that implicitly maps vectors into a higher dimensional space. Typical kernels use dot products: K(x, z) = k(x.z).
Our general NER system includes two main phases: Training Classification Both the training and classification processes were done by YamCha 1) [10] toolkit, an SVM-based tool for detecting classes in documents and formulating the NER task as a sequential labeling problem. Here, the pairwise multi-class decision method and the second polynomial kernel function were selected.
In the training phase (see Fig. 1 ), with the information from the gazetteer, we extracted features of words in the gold standard corpus (training data with correct labels). Then we used SVM to train this corpus and got a result model.
In the classification phase (see Fig. 2 ), before an unannotated article is processed for NER, it needs to undergo word segmentation. Following from this the words in the article are featurized. Finally, named entities in the article will be identified and classified by the SVM model constructed in the training phase.
We used another toolkit called CRF++ 2) , a Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) based tool for segmenting and labeling sequence data, to compare against our model. This is briefly described below. Let G = (V, E) be a graph such that Y = (Y v ) v∈V , so that Y is indexed by the vertices of G. Then (X, Y) is a conditional random field in case, when conditioned on X, the random variables Y v obey the Markov property with respect to the graph: p(Yv | X, Y w , w v) = p(Yv | X, Y w , w∼v), where w∼v means that w and v are neighbors in G [5] .
Experiment details 3.2.1 Data set
The named entity tags are provided in IOB notation: I Current word is inside of a named entity O Current word is outside of a named entity B Current word is the beginning of a named entity The IOB notation is used when named entities are not nested and therefore do not overlap. For instance, we can identify the whole phrase "Bô . Nông nghiê . p và Phát triê n Nông thôn" (Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development) as an organization name, thus this phrase can be labeled as "B-ORG I-ORG I-ORG I-ORG I-ORG".
Given a word and seven target entity classes in- The labeling problem for NER can therefore be reduced to the problem of assigning one label in 7*2+1=15 labels to each word. One prohibitive factor when constructing a supervised model based on labeled training examples is the high cost of human annotation. To reduce this we constructed a graphical user interface (GUI) tool to make the manual annotation more convenient. This tagging tool, helped the annotator save time and reduce mistakes while annotating. The process of making the training data can be described as follows: Firstly, we collected thousands of articles from VnExpress 3) and Tuoi Tre 4) newspapers within the last 6 months of the year 2005. These are two of the most popular online newspapers in Vietnam and cover various topic fields. We picked 500 articles in seven fields: society, health, entertainment, sport, politics, business and sci-tech and used a word segmentation tool [1] whose precision is evaluated at 94.87% to perform word segmentation for these articles before human NE annotation. Following this one hundred articles were manually annotated and we trained an SVM model based on this corpus. This model was used to bootstrap the annotation of a hundred articles among the remaining four hundred articles. All of the automatically annotated articles were then corrected manually. We then added these corrected articles into the pool of the current corpus and retrained the SVM on this expanded corpus. This process was iteratively repeated until the corpus had 500 annotated articles and this is the data used to train in our model.
The entire training data are annotated by one person and contain 156,031 tokens, 109,255 words and 13,603 named entities. Table 1 provides the detailed breakdown of entities in each class.
The training data are in four-column format with one Vietnamese word per line, basic input features in the first three columns and hand-annotated named entity tags in the last one. The tags have to obey certain rules which are based on the definition of each target entity class [8] . For example, a Vietnamese sentence in the corpus "Thu tu 'ó' ng Trung Quô cÔn Gia Bao dã dê n thȃm Viê . t Nam vào nȃm 2004." will be annotated as "Thu tu 'ó' ng <NAME cl=''LOCATION''> Trung Quô c</NAME> <NAME cl=''PERSON''> On Gia Bao</NAME> dã dê n thȃm <NAME 3) http://vnexpress.net/Vietnam/Home/ 4) http://www.tuoitre.com.vn/Tianyon/Index.aspx cl=''LOCATION''> Viê . t Nam </NAME> vào <NAME cl=''TIME''> nȃm 2004 </NAME>." and its English translation is "The Prime Minister of <NAME cl=''LOCATION''> China</NAME> <NAME cl=''PERSON''>Wen Jiabao </NAME> visited <NAME cl=''LOCATION''> Vietnam</NAME> in year <NAME cl=''TIME''> 2004</NAME>.". Table 2 shows its four-column format in the training data.
Feature set
The basic input features we used were: 1) The current word and two consecutive words before and after the current word (surface word)
2) Orthographic feature of the current word as well as 2 words preceding and succeeding the current word (see Table 3) 3) Gazetteer feature of the current word and words in a window of 2 words before and after the current word Table 1 No. of entities in each class. 4) The true answer tags (gold standard named entity labels) in the history of the focus word
To improve the performance, we used a gazetteer which contains about 17,500 proper names of Vietnamese people, 7,400 locations and organizations names.
Experimental results and Discussions
Our first experiment used SVM with a context window of three previous words and three features and is evaluated based on precision, recall and F-measure. The detailed results of every class in the experiment are shown in Table 4 .
• Precision (P): number of correctly assigned labels divided by the total number of labeled items.
• Recall (R): number of correctly assigned labels divided by the number of items that should have been assigned a particular label.
• Balance F-measure (F): F=2PR/(P+R)
One important advantage of the TinySVM package is that it lets the user dynamically assign a feature from the history of previous class assignments. We tried a window size of three previous words (SVM1) and this window size gave a better result than that of two previous words (SVM2) and that of four previous words (SVM3). The results of the entire set of 10-fold cross-validation, using four models: SVM1, SVM2, SVM3 and CRF are shown in Table 5 . We found that our model achieved the best result with the F-score of 87.75. Table 3 Orthographic feature. Table 4 Detailed performance of NER. Table 5 Comparison among models.
To evaluate contribution of each feature, we combined each of the features in turn to make sets of features and to evaluate our model according to these feature sets. The conjoined features we used were: F1: (1) + (2) + (4) F2: (1) + (3) + (4) 
F3: (1) + (2) + (3) + (4)
Owing to the F-scores of conjoined features (see Table 6), we found that the combination between surface word and gazetteer feature gave a lower performance than the combination between surface word and orthographic feature. Thus gazetteer feature is useful only when it is combined with the orthographic feature.
The overall result was comparatively high; nevertheless, some classes such as ORGANIZATION, PER-SON, LOCATION and TIME were not well recognized. The experiment on NER for only three classes (ORGANIZATION, PERSON, LOCATION) achieved an overall F-measure of 86.70. One possible reason which can explain this is errors of word segmentation. For example, suppose that we have a phrase "Thu tu 'ó' ng Trung Quô cÔn Gia Bao" (Chinese Prime Minister Wen Jiabao) ("Thu tu 'ó' ng" in English is "Prime Minister" "Trung Quô c" in English is "Chinese" "Ôn Gia Bao" in English is "Wen Jiabao") The correct word segmentation is "Thu tu 'ó' ng Trung Qu 'ô cÔn Gia Bao" and we have two named entities which are "Trung Quô c" (LOC) and "Ôn Gia Bao" (PER). However, if the result after word segmentation is "Thu tu 'ó' ng Trung Quô cÔn Gia Bao", we cannot correctly recognize any named entity because in this case, "Quô cÔn" is considered an inseparable word.
The recognition is made more little difficult due to variations in Vietnamese spelling, i.e. there are many instances of the same named entity. For example, "Indonesia", "In-dô-nê-xi-a" and "In-dô-nê-si-a" all indicate a country. In addition, there are some cases of nested entities, which influence on the named entity recognition. For instance, "câ u chũ ' Y" is a Y-shaped bridge while "cho .' Câ u chũ ' Y" is a market named after the "Y-shaped bridge". At last, misidentification between LOCATION and ORGANIZATION also affects the result of NER.
We calculated statistics on the number of misidentified cases and found that the errors focus on misclassification between O and ORGANIZATION (presented by B-ORG and I-ORG) classes. Table 7 presents the total Table 7 Confusion matrix of instances. number of times that a class is identified as another and the error rate over total errors of the most misidentified cases among classes. For instance, the number of times that B-LOC was misidentified as O (B-LOC vs. O) is 198, and the error rate is 5.47%.
It is relatively hard to recognize a whole phrase as an ORGANIZATION entity since the term length mean of this class is quite large (see Table 8 ). The TIME class also gets low performance because of a larger average length (4.1).
Conclusion and Future work
This paper introduced an SVM-based system for recognizing named entities in Vietnamese documents. One of the most important components in our NER system is that bearing the responsibility for selecting features. The better and finer the selected features are, the better the NER system is. The experimental results on a moderate number of Vietnamese documents show that this method is not only significantly accurate but also effective.
In previous published work, we are only aware of one similar study [7] which used a CRF based model based on morphosyllable segmentation. This study however made no comparison to other models so we are unable to directly compare our result. In future work however we would like to compare the effects of different segmentation strategies. Our work is being applied within the BioCaster project 5) which is developing a core multi-lingual text mining system for Internet news to generate real-time summaries of emerging/re-emerging disease outbreaks worldwide. In this project, our task is to help recognize Vietnamese named entities, then find relations to diseases, symptoms, and so on, and keep track of those named entities.
Though experimental results are satisfactory, there are some factors affecting these results such as corpus size, selected features, etc. and the changes of these factors have a certain influence on the accuracy of the system. Hence our future work will focus on the following to improve the application of our method:
• Corpus: Corpus plays an important part in machine learning approach. In the future time, the corpus needs expanding in every aspect. We will extract articles not only from VnExpress and Tuoi Tre, but also from other newspapers to have more various fields and diversified contents.
• Knowledge resources: We will never have a full list of named entities, but the larger the list is, the more accurate the NER system is. So we will supplement the gazetteer as much as possible.
• Feature selection: The currently selected features are based on experience of some NER systems in some languages as well as our experiments. However, it is unsure if they are the best features. So in the future, we will spend more time studying and choosing the best features for our NER model.
• Combination with other methods: SVM is an effective classification method but it has some restrictions. We intend to combine SVM with one or more other methods to increase the accuracy. These combinative methods can be rule-based method or machine learning methods. From 1996 to 1998 he was a Toshiba Fellow working in Toshiba's human interface laboratories on machine translation, and from 1998 to 2000 he worked on information extraction in the molecular-biology domain at the Tsujii laboratory of the University of Tokyo as a JSPS research associate. He is a member of various organizations including ACL, IEEE Computer Society, ACM and IPSJ. His research interests include NLP -primarily using empirical methods, machine learning of NL knowledge from corpora, and artificial intelligence. He currently manages the BioCaster Project with the aim of detecting and tracking rumors about disease outbreaks from news text.
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